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I.



INTRODUCTION



The availability of precise high-quality and high-volume data sets of traffic measurements from a variety of different networks has led to a large number of empirical studies, which have convincingly shown the presence of extended temporal correlations in network traffic. Long Range Dependence (LRD) or the ―Hurst effect,‖ can be intuitively explained as the phenomenon of empirical observations being significantly correlated to observations that are far removed in time. LRD has been shown to be a characteristic of Variable-Bit-Rate (VBR) Video traffic in networks [2]. The existence of such traffic in various networks has led to the opinion that it is an inherent feature of data communications. While the performance of various protocols in wireless networks have been evaluated, very little is understood or known about the traffic characteristics of wireless networks. It was shown in [1] that wireless traffic traces do indeed exhibit a certain degree of self-similarity and that it was statistically different from traffic generated by traditional traffic models. In [6], the simulations show that traffic patterns at the individual sources are consistent with long-range dependence and self-similarity. Ad-hoc Networks deployed on demand have also been shown to have self-similar traffic [3]. Traditional traffic models do not consider LRD, and are therefore inadequate for modeling these traces of wireless network traffic. Traffic modeling is considered to be the first important step towards accurate network performance analysis and control. Metrics of delay, packet loss and flow capacity, which directly depend on traffic, are essential to the measurement and comparison of network performance. Depending on the circumstances, the effect of LRD on performance can range from being slightly negative or very severe. Self-similar traffic mainly affects the network in two aspects: (1) Network load, characterized by inter-arrival time on the network connection, packet cell size and service time in the node, and (2) Network performance, expressed through QoS parameters such as bit error rate, frame error rate, cell loss probability, delay, and delay variation.



In another sense, the presence of self-similarity could be advantageous, as it gives the ability to describe the infinite family of arrival distributions with merely 3 parameters—the mean and variability of the traffic process, and the Hurst parameter. An understanding of the nature of this traffic can help in resource-allocation and meeting constraints like: (1) Time constraints, such as signaling delays and computing time, (2) Space constraints such as buffer sizes, and (3) Frequency constraints, such as system bandwidth. One of the major aims of ongoing research is to detect selfsimilarity in real time and use an appropriate measure for selfsimilarity. This measure can then be input to resource allocation algorithms to optimize them. The work in the wireless network domain needs further empirical analysis and specialized models to deal with the challenges presented by these networks, especially with regard to multimedia traffic. II.



PROJECT DESCRIPTION



This project aims to exploit two main properties of self-similar traffic models. First, since self-similar time-series can be forecasted, the results in [3] imply that the network traffic can be forecasted as well. The reliable and efficient transmission of high-quality variable bit rate (VBR) video generally requires network resources be allocated in a dynamic fashion. The accuracy of any resource allocation technique depends critically on its prediction of future traffic patterns. The ability to forecast real-time traffic workload could make dynamic resource allocation more efficient. The work in [9] presents an approach to select the best features for prediction for a video bit stream, by using both content and available short-term bandwidth statistics. Whereas [9] uses only short term statistics, in [5] the longterm, online, real-time variable-bit-rate (VBR) video traffic prediction is investigated. The key idea in [5] is to predict various VBR video traffic patterns up to hundreds of frames in advance, which can then be used for predicting dynamic bandwidth control and allocation mechanisms. Based on the predicted traffic volumes of the next time window, the bandwidth to be allocated for a certain time window is



computed using the dynamic bandwidth allocation algorithm. For example, a simple way to allocate bandwidth is to predict the peak rate required for the next time window, and then allocate that maximum bandwidth accordingly. Such longterm direct traffic predictions would facilitate the design of new algorithms for live video applications. The traffic model used to make long-term traffic predictions in [5] is a Neural Network model. In this project a self-similar traffic model is proposed to make these predictions. The main advantage of using such a model is that not only is it a parsimonious model which is mathematically tractable, but also agrees well with actual measurements. In spite of the irregularity and burstiness of packet traffic it was shown in [7] that it is possible to capture much of this complexity by constructing simple, low order nonlinear models. Although the choice between a Markov based VBR source model or a selfsimilar source model is not clear cut, self-similar models have the advantage that only a single parameter (H) is required. In order to implement such a model, a chaotic map technique will be used. The modeling techniques of chaotic maps can be used to parsimoniously describe features of complex packet traffic. To capture the reaction of the source to network conditions along with the effect of the source on the network, closed loop approaches are desired. The studies in [4] associate the state of a chaotic map to traffic source activity to capture a closed loop TCP traffic model. In particular, a coupled set of dynamical equations in [4] describe the evolution of TCP windows and the source states. The motivation to use chaotic maps also stems from the success of these models in describing related parameters such as bit error rate. The results in [8] show that chaotic maps achieve a modeling accuracy for bit error rates that is far superior to that of simple models and, in spite of using very few parameters, is comparable with that of much more complex models. III.



PROJECT PLAN



The main goals for this project are as follows: (1) To simulate a self-similar traffic model using a chaotic map technique as described in [4]. (2) To apply this model, and observe its effects with respect to a single wireless link in a larger network. We assume that the transmitter sees a certain traffic profile due to the users in the network. We can vary the link utilization by varying the traffic loads, and observe relationships such as average queuing delay vs. link utilization, as in [6]. We can also limit buffer sizes and measure performance in terms of buffer overflow probability vs. link utilization and buffer overflow probability vs. buffer sizes. This probability would also be related to the packet loss rates. (3) To compare these measurements to those obtained from a Poisson traffic model and a fixed packet train model. In order to ensure fair comparisons, we maintain an average traffic load for all traces. (4) To apply predictive techniques from the traffic patterns as described in [5] and [9] to a simple dynamic bandwidth reallocation strategy. Based on the predicted traffic volumes, the bandwidth to be



requested for the next time window is computed. When multiple sessions/flows are present in the network, a renegotiation mechanism is activated based on the predicted requirements. Depending on the availability of resources, if the request for a session is honored, then the resources are reallocated accordingly [5]. Further extensions to this work, if time permits, would be: (1) To extend the traffic model to multiple sessions/flows in the network and use more sophisticated dynamic resource allocation techniques. (2) To estimate the Hurst Parameter from actual VBR traffic and use this parameter to simulate the model, so that it closely matches real-life traffic scenarios. Video traffic is analyzed in [2], with appropriate descriptions of LRD and VBR models. (3) To investigate flow control algorithms, such as VirtualClock, as described in [10]. Such an algorithm provides every flow with guaranteed throughput and low queuing delay by monitoring the average transmission rate of statistical data flows. The simulations will be performed on Matlab.



IV.
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